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Goodbye - Bargravia

Lyric and Music
By GEORGE M. COHAN

Brightly (Not too fast)

Goodbye it really

means, dear,
To childhood scenes, dear,
On Bargravia's

shore.
Goodbye to dreams we've dreamed, dear,
To schemes we've

schemed, dear,
For ever more.
My eye will cry,
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soul will sigh, To sail as we sail a-way.

REFRAIN

Good-bye Bar-gravia, won-der-ful fair-y land, All of your hills so

grand, mount-ed by na-ture's hand; Good-bye Bar-gravia,

leav-ing and lov-ing so, How can I bear to go, seems I'm dream-ing,
Oh, my Bar-gravia, I will return to you,
I will return true blue,
I will be stanch and true, Good-bye with a sigh, there's a
tear in my eye, dear, Good-bye, Bar-gravia,
Oh, my Bar-gravia,

Although I go, you know I love you.

you.
An Inspiring Proclamation to the World!

RING OUT! SWEET BELLS OF PEACE

The Lyric by
WM. H. GARDNER
is truly sublime – a more cheerful and timely
message could hardly be expressed

A BEAUTIFUL SONG SUITABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS, AND A WORTHY CONTRIBUTION TO

THE WITMARK BLACK AND WHITE SERIES

IT CAN BE USED EITHER AS A SECULAR OR SACRED SONG

PUBLISHED AS FOLLOWS:

SOLO, Four Keys, D, (d to eb), E, (eb to f), F, (f to g), G, (g to a), ... 80c
DUET, Two Keys, D and E, ... 75c
OCTAVO – QUARTET, for Male, Female and Mixed Voices, 15c – TRIO, for School, Unchanged Voices, 10c

Joyously, with much expression

Ring out! Ring out! Ring out, sweet bells of Peace! Ring out! Ring out! the

Lord has sent re-lease! The world is safe, and right is won! The vict-ry’s gained, the

task is done! The clouds of war at last shall cease, .. Ring out, sweet bells of Peace!
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KISS ME AGAIN
LYRIC BY HENRY BLOSSOM AND THE SWEETEST MELODY EVER WRITTEN BY VICTOR HERBERT
ORIGINALLY INTRODUCED BY FRITZISCHEFF IN THE DELIGHTFUL COMIC OPERA MLLLE. MODISTE
It is Still Being Featured by Her and Hundreds of Others
ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL SONGS IN
THE WITMARK BLACK AND WHITE SERIES
PUBLISHED AS FOLLOWS

SOLO, FOUR KEYS—F (a to f) G (b to g) A (c to a) Bb (d to bb) 60c. each NET
DUET, in A, Soprano or Tenor (e to a) lead and Contralto or Bassolo (a to g) 75c. NET
WALTZ, for PIANO, 60c. NET
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